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Van der Waals effect in weak adsorption affecting trends in adsorption, reactivity, and
the view of substrate nobility
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The ubiquitous van der Waals (vdW) force, particularly discernible in weak adsorption, is studied on noble
and transition metals. In calculations with the vdW density functional (DF) [M. Dion et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92,
246401 (2004)], the atomic structure near the adsorption site is systematically varied, including dense fcc(111)
surface, adatom, pyramid, and step defects. In weak adsorption the vdW force (i) is shown necessary to account
for, (ii) is sizable, (iii) has a strong spatial variation, relevant for adsorption on surface defects, (iv) changes
reaction rules, and (v) changes adsorption trends in agreement with experimental data. Traditional physisorption
theory is also given support and interpretation.
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When molecules and materials meet, as a molecule hitting
a surface in catalysis or a contact between two pieces of
materials, the tails of each chunk of electrons guide the further
fate of the systems. Often stronger processes take over and the
effect gets lost, but not so for an important class of phenomena,
here called “weak adsorption,” including physisorption and
hydrogen bonding.
Well-prepared crystallographically ordered surfaces
provide the basis for the accurate comparisons between experiment and theory that stand behind the impressive accomplishments of surface science. The even more general property of a
surface, its two-dimensional extent, is profitable for phenomena that gain strength by a surface source, like the ubiquitous
van der Waals (vdW) force. In this Brief Report the vdW-force
landscapes are calculated for some representative atomic
configurations, showing that the extent of surfaces matters, and
that they upset some adsorption experiences and reaction rules.
Weak adsorption, with adsorption-energy values less than
about 1 eV, is abundant, often significant, and encompasses
several kinds of forces. Some of them derive from electrostatics and quantum statistics and can be accounted for at
the level of the general-gradient approximation (GGA) of
density-functional theory (DFT), others derive from quantummechanical correlations, like vdW forces, and surface properties, like lateral forces.
Many catalytic reactions are structure sensitive, rates and
binding energies depending on the detailed geometric structure
of the surface atoms of the catalysts.1,2 At defects, like
steps, kinks, edges, and adparticles, atoms and molecules are
generally more reactive than on flat surfaces, a fact attributed
to an under-coordination of the reacting particle.1–4 This can
be tied to the altered electron structure at such sites, since the
local d band narrows and shifts upward in energy close to the
Fermi level, giving stronger bonds for many atoms on such
sites than on flat surfaces, as described in the d-band model,5,6
calculated in GGA,2,7–9 and measured for, e.g., CO, O, O2 ,
NO, N, and N2 .10
Electron structure is designed to get better catalysts both by
alloying, surface structuring, growth, deposition of ultrafine
particles11–16 and by direct atom manipulation in Scanning
1098-0121/2011/83(11)/113401(4)

Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM).17,18 Noble metals illustrate the delicate difference
between inertness and reactivity, the noble solid being inert
to atmospheric attack while used as a catalyst in reactive
nanoparticle form.19
Strong and weak adsorption differ also in spatial behavior,
illustrated (Fig. 1 ) by the almost reversed (left-right) potentialenergy surfaces (PES’s) for Ar and CO adsorbed on a dense Ni
surface with an adatom of Ni. The CO molecule adsorbs more
strongly on transition metals than on noble metals, with an
overall preference for low-coordination sites, as is well known
from GGA calculations.2,8,9,20–22 The vdW-DF method,23 used
for Fig. 1 also favors CO adsorption on Ni adatom (Eads =
2.2 eV) over terrace (interaction energies down to 1.8 eV). For
Ar, the weak adsorption is determined by vdW forces, favoring
proximity to extended surface at terrace (Eads = 0.10 eV), but
avoiding unnecessary Pauli repulsion, as on top of Ni adatom
(interaction energies down to 0.06 eV).
We observe an atomic-scale spatial variation of the vdWforce field, which we derive with the vdW-DF method, but
which we claim is a true physical phenomenon, present also
in more recent DFT’s with account of vdW forces. The
vdW-DF23 is used perturbatively from revPBE24 densities for
all calculated interaction energies, unless otherwise stated.
vdW−DF
It expresses the exchange-correlation energy as Exc
=
revPBE
LDA
nl
Ex
+ Ec + Ec , i.e., with exchange accounted for by
ExrevPBE , local correlation by EcLDA , and nonlocal correlation,
and thus vdW interactions, by

1
Ecnl =
(1)
d 3 r d 3 r  n(r )φ(r ,r  )n(r  ).
2
Equation (1) depends nonlocally on the electron density
n(r ), the scalable interaction kernel φ(r ,r  ) being attractive at medium-to-large separations and repulsive at small
ones.23 It expresses the electron-response nature of the vdW
interaction.23
The integration in Eq. (1) is sped up by factorization and
fast Fourier transforms.25
All calculations are made with the GPAW software,26 which
also has a self-consistent version of the vdW-DF25,27 available.
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The slab calculations are performed with orthogonal unit
cells and a slab of three layers (4 × 3), when benzene is
the adsorbate, and four layers (2 × 2) for CO. Default GPAW
parameters are used, apart from a grid spacing of 0.18 Å. We
use 4 × 4 k points. Every point on the PEC allows benzene
relaxation in plane parallel to surface. The vdW-DF parameters
are as in Ref. 25. During the relaxation of slabs, the bottom
layer of the slab is fixed. The height of the cell is 23 Å.
In Fig. 1, a linear combination of atomic orbitals basis set
with double-zeta-polarized precision is used for reasons of
electronic spin convergence of the O atom. Elsewhere, the
more accurate default grid mode in GPAW is used for the
density.
The vdW effects are illustrated by calculated vdW-DF
energy landscapes for representative molecules on a variety
of substrate configurations (Fig. 2 ). PEC results for benzene
adsorbed on planar Ni(111) surface, and Ni(111) surface
with Ni adatom and pyramid, respectively, show (i) GGA
(revPBE) results to follow the low-coordination rule,1–4
(ii) noticeable differences between revPBE and vdW-DF
results, and (iii) significant structure-dependent differences
in nonlocal correlations, Ecnl (lower panel), most attractive
for planar surface (several eV’s), and significantly smaller for
adatom and pyramid structures of the nonlocal character of the
vdW interaction23 and easily understood from Eq. (1) and the
form of the kernel φ(r ,r  ), being attractive in key regions.23
The average separation between electrons on adsorbate and
Ni atoms in substrate, respectively, is shortest on the planar
surface, giving the strongest vdW effect, but longest for the
pyramid structure, making the vdW attraction weakest here, a
clear effect of the extended surface.
In weak adsorption, the outcome of the delicate competition between covalent, vdW, and Pauli-repulsion forces
also depends on the nature of the substrate atoms. Benzene
interaction-energy values for the three indicated structures
illustrate this (Figs. 3 and 4 ). For Ag(111) and Au(111), and

FIG. 2. (Color online) Studied substrate structures for adsorption
of benzene molecule on (a) planar Ni(111) surface, (b) adatom, and
(c) pyramid Ni clusters adsorbed on Ni(111) surface, and of CO
molecule on (d) planar Au(111) and (e) stepped Au(211) surfaces.
The adsorption sites are not equivalent, since benzene binds to several
Ni-metal atoms in planar case to only top atom on, e.g., the pyramid
and adatom. The deformation of the adsorbed benzene molecule on
the planar surface is indicated. The cell used for benzene (dashed
square) is illustrated in (f), where circles represent the adatom defect
in the lower right, and the pyramid defect in the upper right (also a
common model structure for an STM tip).

marginally for Cu(111), vdW attraction and Pauli repulsion
(lower on the surface than on the adatom and pyramid)
overcome any d-electron-benzene hybridization, to make
benzene most stable on the planar surface. This is at variance
with the revPBE trend, which gives no significant binding
to any structure in the Au and Ag cases, while having a

Dissociation energy (eV)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Spatial difference in interaction energy
between strong and weak adsorption shown by potential-energy
surfaces (PES’s) for CO (top) and Ar (bottom) adsorbed on Ni(111)
surface with Ni adatom (inset), calculated with the vdW-DF method.23
CO molecule prefers to be close to adatom, while the Ar atom prefers
terrace, as indicated by coordinate system in inset. Units are eV
and Å.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Potential-energy curves (PEC’s) for benzene adsorption on planar, adatom, and pyramid structures (see Fig. 2)
of Ni, in the revPBE (top; for comparison) and the vdW-DF (middle)
approximations, the coordinate d being the separation between the
adsorbate point of gravity and the closest metal atom (energy scales
differ). The bottom figure shows a key contribution to the total
vdW-DF energy, the nonlocal correlation Ecnl [Eq. (1)], which is seen
to be strongest for the planar surface, where the average separation
between adsorbate and the Ni atoms is shortest, and weakest for the
pyramid structure, where the average separation is longest.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Interaction-energy values, calculated with
vdW-DF and revPBE, respectively, for benzene on Ni, Cu, Ag,
and Au, for the planar (111), adatom, and pyramid configurations
(described as a, b, and c in Fig. 2). Adsorption trends illustrate the
competition between preference for low coordination, called for by
covalency, and that for proximity to the extended surface, called
for by vdW forces. Like in Fig. 3 the top panels show that the
GGA revPBE (no vdW) prefers the low-coordinated adatom and
pyramid sites over the planar (111) surface, for all the metals, and
that the vdW-DF prefers the planar (111) surface over both adatom
and pyramid, for the coinage metals. Other patterns appear, when
several driving forces have comparable strengths, as illustrated by
the vdW-DF case for Ni (left), where under-coordination favors the
adatom over planar (111) surface and over the pyramid (due to a closer
proximity to it). The force balance can be delicate, as the Ni case also
illustrated in Fig. 3: The vdW-DF suggests two minima, the inner for
chemisorption, the outer for physisorption. This feature is, however,
functional dependent, a less repulsive exchange approximation, like
the optPBE-vdW,47 slightly overestimates the adsorption and result in
only one (inner) minimum at 1.1 eV (cf. recent findings for graphene
adsorption48 ). Experimental results for Ni,28 Cu,29,30 Ag,31,32 and Au33
are indicated by crosses. Bond lengths are measured from the carbon
ring to the closest metal atom, in Å, and listed to signal chemisorption
(short) and physisorption (long).

small preference for the adatom site in the Cu case, and
which trends on Ni supports the low-coordination rule,5,6
with stronger bonds on structures with lower coordination
(higher d band). The vdW-DF results imply that the
rule does not apply for weak adsorption in presence of
vdW forces. This can be seen from the vdW-DF altering
the low-coordination trend on Ni predicted by revPBE,
favoring the adatom structure over the pyramid. Secondly
on the flat surfaces, the adsorption of benzene is slightly
weaker on Ag(111) than on Cu(111) and, in particular,
Au(111) (Fig. 4). This physisorption trend radically differs
from that in strong adsorption, given by GGA for the
O atom, whose bond is weakest on Au and then grows with
size of the coupling matrix element Vad .6
Traditional physisorption studies34,35 involve PEC’s as
sums of a vdW attraction and a Pauli repulsion. The former
is expressed in terms of dielectric properties of the substrate,
thus relating to excitation energies of each surface. Ag has its
d band more than 4 eV below the Fermi level (2 eV for Cu
and Au), which makes34,35 Ag less polarizable and less vdW
attractive (Figs. 4 and 5 ). The latter relates to the electronic

FIG. 5. (Color online) PES’s for an Ar atom physisorbed on
Cu, Ag, and Au(111) surfaces with an adatom of the same kind
in the origin. The adsorption energy varies weakly between metals,
Ar adsorption being slightly stronger on Au than on Ag, consistent
with the lower polarizability of Ag.34,35 The PES’s also show the Ar
preference for terrace away from the adatom. Black equipotential
curve in white area, representing a 1 eV repulsion, calculated
with revPBE, illustrates the strong repulsion at small separations
and the approximate correlation of these curves with the coupling
matrix element Vad .6 So, polarizability determines the strength of
physisorptive attraction around the physisorption minima, while Vad
gives trend for the Pauli repulsion near the substrate.

density profile at the surface and is traditionally given with an
empirical input.
The variation of the vdW attraction in space is a general
phenomenon36 PES’s for a single Ar adatom on Ni, Cu, Ag,
and Au(111) surfaces, each with a single adatom of the same
kind (Figs. 1 and 5) show the typical broad range of attraction,
the PES forming a shallow, semi-infinite and not so substratesensitive trough high over the surface, and steep repulsive
potential, growing in strength and range (indicated by black
curve in white area) in order Ni, Cu, Ag, and Au, roughly
consistent with known correlation between coupling matrix
element Vad and repulsion.6 This first-principles calculation
thus both supports the qualitative picture of the traditional
physisorption theories34,35 and accounts for the repulsion. For
the strength and range of the latter, empirical input can be
replaced by a well-founded6,38 and tabulated12 quantity, Vad ,
which characterizes each atom.
For weak adsorption of CO on stepped Au surfaces, experimental data39–42 can be compared with calculated vdW-DF
adsorption-energy values (Table I). Trends are right, including
the preference for steps, and values are comparable. The slight
underbinding can be remedied by a more favorable43 exchange
functional,44–46 like the optPBE-vdW.47
TABLE I. CO adsorption-energy values (in eV) on various Au
surface and site structures, and comparison with experiments and
revPBE. Coordination number n is indicated as (n).
[eV]

111

Site

Atop (9)

Step (7)

Terrace (9)

Step (6)

vdW-DF
Exp
revPBE

0.10
<0.2639
N.B.

0.24
0.28–0.5240
0.36

0.14
0.28–0.3941
N.B.

0.35
0.4842
0.55
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This Brief Report exemplifies that in weak adsorption
vdW forces can give significant changes, in particular spatial
ones, by presenting results from the vdW-DF method23
for systems with carefully chosen adsorbate, substrate, and
configuration. vdW effects (i) are radically more pronounced
in weak adsorption than in strong, with adsorption sites and
strengths that change from those for mere covalency, (ii)
depend strongly on the local substrate configuration, giving
strongest adsorption for proximity to extended surfaces, (iii)
changes adsorption trend on, e.g., noble metals, the coupling
Vad still being relevant, but only after vdW and polarization
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